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1 Introduction
1 Introduction, footprint assessments

A broad variety of assessment methods are called footprints:

- **Ecological Footprint** (Wackernagel et al. 1996)
- **Carbon Footprint** (e.g. Wiedmann and Minx, 2008, ISO 14067)
- **Water Footprint** (e.g. Hoekstra et al., 2011)
- **Different company-specific footprint assessments**
- ...
1 Introduction, footprint assessments

Methods that try to assess the environmental impacts of products (sometimes also organisations), typically over the life cycle (resource extraction, production, use, disposal)
1 Introduction, why simplification

Footprint assessments are inherently complicated and „difficult“:

• High data demands
• Detailed modeling steps
• Difficult-to-communicate details
• Technically challenging (some; e.g. water footprint requires region-specific information and assessment)
1 Introduction, why simplification

Footprint assessments are inherently complicated

→ It is interesting to look for
• Cost reductions
• Time reductions (also: for use in product design, or for a mass of products, very short study time is mandatory)
• And for ways to make them just easier…
2 The challenge of smart simplification
2 The challenge of smart simplification

Footprint simplification is easy

Just leave out difficult-to-get data and simplify the modeling.
2 The challenge of smart simplification

Just leave out difficult-to-get data and simplify the modeling.

One example:
Prosuite approach for assessing qualitative social indicators over the life cycle:

“the assessment of the qualitative indicators [over the life cycle] is made by use of expert elicitation”

2 The challenge of smart simplification

→ Footprint simplification is easy, but gets difficult when you want to maintain a method that is
  • credible
  • correct and consistent
  • able to create new insights
2 The challenge of smart simplification

Footprint simplification is easy, but gets difficult when you want to maintain a method that is

• credible
• correct and consistent
• able to create new insights, and
• still valid.
2 The challenge of smart simplification

↓ *Smart simplification* makes footprint faster, less complicated, less costly, and preserves at the same time those aspects in the approach that are desirable.
(“method efficiency”)
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3 Simplification options
Simplification options

- Reduce data collection
- Reduce the number of indicators
- Simplify the modeling
- Use efficient software
Simplification options

- Reduce data collection
- Reduce the number of indicators
- Simplify the modeling
- Use efficient software

This is all related.
Simplification options

- Reduce data collection $\rightarrow$ use generic databases
- Reduce the number of indicators $\rightarrow$ especially those that require different data, different modeling, different communication
  - Water footprint in addition to carbon footprint
  - Soil organic matter in addition to carbon footprint
  - Risk information in addition to carbon footprint
- Simplify the modeling $\rightarrow$ linear models instead of nonlinear response models
- Use efficient software $\rightarrow$ generic software reduces need for training and explanation; specific software may be better suited to the approach and to the company
4 How, and when, simplify?
How, and when, simplify?

- A difficult question.
- For example, Product Environmental Footprint, JRC:
  - Draft method:
    - Described in pilot draft report
    - 14 indicators
    - Some not supported by (all main) generic databases (Soil Organic Matter, e.g.)
    - Default "standard" approach for all products
    → "one size fits all" approach, hence inefficiencies
    → Benefits due to a unified, generic approach
    → LONG coordination activities
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Product Environmental Footprint: Final draft outline
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 1: Precisely describe what you want to do

„Goal and scope of the approach“

→ Questions to be answered;
→ Related solutions existing already (i.e., other established approaches, or the approach that you want to simplify)
→ Product types, „other things“ that will be investigated
→ Adressees of the answers (B2B, NGOs, policy, …)
→ Who is performing the footprint
→ How is the approach involved in other activities (of yourself, of other parties)
→ Time and effort foreseen per analysis
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 2: Take other existing approaches and solutions as far as possible

„Standing on the shoulders of giants“

• Even applying always 14 indicators and a unified approach can lead to an overall simplification (→ „economies of scale“).
• Establishing an own method really requires effort and stamina
• Especially critical: Indicator sets, „metrics“, since they require exchange and communication
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 3: Make it as simple as possible, but don‘t simplify further. Avoid model jargon and model artefacts

This seems obvious, but is often violated.
Simplification rule 3: [...] avoid model artefacts

Instructional example, ecoinvent 3:

Idea: Market modeling.
All products are not directly delivered by a production process, but the production process delivers to a market, which in turn delivers to other processes → this allows a more flexible connection of processes.
Simplification rule 3: [...] avoid model artefacts

Ecoinvent 2.2, airport is used as infrastructure input for airfreight transport
(screenshot from openLCA, www.openlca.org)
Simplification rule 3: […] avoid model artefacts

Ecoinvent 3, airport is used as input into „market for airport“, which is used as input for airfreight transport

(screenshot from openLCA, www.openlca.org)
Simplification rule 3: [...] avoid model artefacts

Ecoinvent 3, market for airport, details
(screenshot from openLCA, www.openlca.org)
Simplification rule 3: […] avoid model artefacts

Ecoinvent 3, banana production, global $\rightarrow$ > 100 market inputs, including irrigation market Germany (screenshot from openLCA, www.openlca.org)
Simplification rule 3: [...] avoid model artefacts

Ecoinvent 3, banana production, global → > 100 electricity inputs, also from Germany, Denmark

(screenshot from openLCA, www.openlca.org)
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 4: Select software tools that fit to your approach. Keep them in shape. Analyse and improve the workflow for creating the footprint.

E.g. BASF: Eco-Efficiency Analysis, > 15 years of experience, meanwhile 30 sustainability experts in different teams worldwide;

→ project to move from single-user, stand-alone LCA tool to super-fast web-tool with detailed analysis options, integrated into the companies‘ LDAP system, with detailed user rights management

(developed by GreenDelta, 2011-2013)
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 4: Select software tools that fit to your approach. Keep them in shape. Analyse and improve the workflow for creating the footprint

➔ flexible, open, scalable tools are better than locked, single purpose tools

➔ And also: standard tools are better than specific tools
Guidelines for simplification

Rule 4: Select software tools that fit to your approach. Keep them in shape. Analyse and improve the workflow for creating the footprint

→ flexible, open, scalable tools are better than locked, single purpose tools

→ And also: standard tools are better than specific tools

→ And further: most standard tools are locked tools that don‘t scale
5 Summary & outlook
5 Summary

Simplifying footprint approaches is often discussed and desired, and yet difficult.

I tried to identify four guiding principles for simplification, which are:

• Precisely describe what you want to do
• Take other existing approaches and solutions as far as possible
• Make it as simple as possible, but don‘t simplify further. Avoid model jargon and model artefacts
• „have an eye“ on software tools and workflow.
5 Outlook

a) Let’s hope that in future, software tools, databases, and users are more flexible than today, and better able to deal with different application contexts, and adapt the footprint approaches accordingly.

b) Probably, a more unified approach will become predominant, which is more complex than carbon footprint today
Thank you..
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